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Introduction
• Model-based networks showed state-of-the-art performance for
undersampled MRI reconstruction [1].

Methods
Greedy Learning: Split network with 𝑁 unrolled iterations to 𝑀 modules and update
each set of parameters 𝜃! independently (Fig. 1).

• However, training these networks end-to-end requires prohibitively
intensive memory and computation time, limiting their applicability
for high-dimensional imaging [2].
• First proposed for image classification [3], greedy learning splits
the end-to-end network into decoupled network modules and
performs gradient updates on each module independently which
reduces memory footprint.
• We propose greedy learning for MRI reconstruction, which requires
6x less GPU memory during training, and achieves the same
generalization performance as backpropagation.

Background

• The forward model of undersampled MRI with parallel imaging and
compressed sensing can be modeled as:

where 𝑦 is the observed measurements, 𝑥 is the real image, 𝑆 are
sensitivity maps, 𝐹 is the Fourier transform, 𝑈 is the undersampling
mask, and ϵ is additive noise.
• Then, undersampled MRI reconstruction can be formulated as:

Figure 1: (a) Backpropagation. Forward pass is computed through all modules, and gradient
updates are performed for all modules in the same backward pass. (b) Greedy Learning. At
the end of each proximal block, loss is computed, and a local gradient update is performed
on the current module. (c) Update block consists of data-consistency with measurements,
and the proximal block consists of residual blocks.

Results

• Dataset: Fully-sampled 3D fast-spin echo (FSE) multi-coil knee MRI dataset available in
mridata.org [4].
• Setup: Compare backpropagation with greedy learning where 𝑀 = {4, 8} , and
acceleration factor 𝑅 = {12,16}.
• Greedy learning achieves on par image quality (Fig. 2) and reconstruction performance
with backpropagation in PSNR, SSIM, nRMSE with less memory (Table 1).

where 𝐴 = 𝑈𝐹𝑆 is the forward model, 𝑅 is a regularization
function, and λ is the regularization strength.
.
• This
optimization problem can be solved using proximal gradient
descent:

where parameters 𝜃! , 𝑖 ∈ 1, . . , 𝑁 of network 𝑓 with 𝑁 unrolled
iterations are updated with backpropagation.

Figure 2: Reconstruction of a representative test knee slice with backpropagation,
greedy learning with 𝑀 = 8, and 𝑀 = 4.
• On a single GPU, greedy learning
and
backpropagation
have
similar computation time. When
independent modules in greedy
learning are split across 2 GPUs,
backward time is reduced which
speeds up training. (Fig. 3)

Conclusion
• Greedy
learning
for
MRI
reconstruction reduces memory
footprint
while
preserving
generalization performance, and
can be applied to larger
dimensional problems such as
cardiac cine MRI.
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Table 1: Comparison of test performance, maximum GPU memory during training for
backpropagation and greedy learning with 𝑀 = 4, and 𝑀 = 8. Metrics are reported as
mean (standard deviation).

Figure 3: Computation time for greedy
learning and backpropagation.
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